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INSTRUCTIONS: Answer the following questions.

I. "CDC-CRM Solutions India, a provider of enterprise CRM and related solutions in India, has
introduced its campaign management solution in India with local support and a further po sibility
of customization if the client so desires it. According to the CEO, CDC-CRM Solutions India,
"The independent campaign management module emerged out of our attempt to make our overall
CRM solution provide a 360-degree view of the customer besides encompassing every potential
touch point with the customer." Bhattarcharya added, "Campaigns being an important customer
reach and relationship building effort, it meant we invest in developing a solution to manage it
from the customer point of view so the end goal of customers can be met. CDC-CRM's campaign
management solution provides the ability to link every campaign communication to the account
history, so employees from marketing, sales, customer support and accounting can share a
complete view of all the activities and updates. Even bulk actions for campaign can be generated
through the system, milestones can be defined and status of each prospect can be reviewed any
time with the help of CRM tools." (Source: http://www.exchange4media.com/digital!cdc-crm-introduces-
campaign-management-solution-for-indian-companies_ 31628.html). What are the benefits of Campaign
Management Solutions? Explain with reference to the above article.

9 marks

2, Your company is planning to go for a CRM application that would help them to improve the
efficiency of their sales, customer service and marketing team. You have been asked to evaluate
the various software packages available and shortlist one prospective vendor to initiate further
discussions. How would you go about the process of evaluation and selection? Which are the
factors that you need to keep in mind to ensure success in CRM implementation?

8 marks

3. 'A few years ago, customer relationship management (CRM) efforts were reported as failures in terms
of generating revenue, and the strategy was thought to be on the decline. But the ride isn't over for
CRM software with businesses reconsidering and re-evaluating CRM initiatives. The marketing and
sales landscapes are changing to adapt to customer behavior. CRM trends are bound to change how
businesses deal with customers. But regardless of the technological landscape, successful CRM entails
the observance of best practices and continued innovation.'
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___ Discuss any Jive emerging trends that arc likely.to change the CRM Ianuscapc for good. 9 marks _

4. Please read the case carefully and answer the questions given at the end.
f.•.

Case: Gr-eenply Industries
Greenply Industries (GIL) is India's largest interior infrastructure company with a turnover of Rs.

1560 crore. The company's revenues grew by 12.32% during the last fi cal. Currently, it occupies the

top position in the plywood and Medium-Density Fibreboard (MDF) market. Notably, the company

has an almost 30 per cent share of the organized plywood market in India. Greenply markets the

most wide-ranging collection of residential and commercial floor products like plywood and block

boards, MDF and Wood floors. Greenply industries may have a good grip over marketing, but the

company faced challenges with respect to sales.

Real time data missing
The field force of the company was not able to provide real time data to back office in terms of how

many leads they were able to convert into opportunities. "For example, an architect demanding 100

plyboards is considered to be a lead and becomes an opportunity when the field force buys the

product or executes the order. Opportunities are actual numbers which the field force has enabled.

The issue was that the field force was not able to meet the actual numbers," says Vineet Bansal,

Head IT, Greenply Industries. Equipping the field force with laptops and CRM software was not an

•

option as internet connectivity in semi-urban and rural areas was a concern. Coming to the nearest

branch to input reports was also not viable. Bansal and his IT team thought of a way to address the

problem. The solution was of course, to introduce an application that captured and provided real

time data that would increase the productivity of the field force. But the connectivity bottleneck still

had to be overcome. Considering most members of the field force had smart phones with

them, Bansal was left with only one choice--rolling out a CRM app on mobile. Before rolling out

the application, Bansal and his team mates had to ensure that the application worked in an offline

mode so that the user could input data in the absence of connectivity and later on it would

automatically synchronize to the server, when connectivity was restored. This was necessary as rural

and semi-urban areas were not fully equipped with 3G or 4G connection.

CRM comes to the rescue
"We are using native application which is user friendly and supports offline data inputs. When we

.open the application, it shows dashboard as the home screen and from the menu the field force can

choose different options like leads, opportunities, accounts etc," says Bansal. Moreover, after

selecting menu option, a user can see a list of records, where he can create new records or edit

existing records.



Bansal says that the project was called Dishu and the the application MS CRM. "Its unique feature is

that- ihs--eas-i-ry custcJJII izablc<TS/Jcl OllJllecd()nd ncw rcquircnrcnts can be addressea wIth eas"y

co nfigurable forms which do not require programming," he says.

However, during the implementation of the project, Green ply industries did 1~1CCsome hurdles. The
,

biggest problem was change management. "To move users from their manual work to mobile was

not an easy job, but we trained the workforce and gave them hands on training sessions," xplains••
Bansal.

Field force productivity shoots up

The phase one of the project has been rolled out in Delhi, Kolkata, and Bangalore. They started the

project in the month of July last year and Phase J was rolled out on March J 6 this year.

Stressing on the benefits of the project, Bansal says leads and opportunities are visible to users on

the application. There is an option available, where the user can generate quotes from the system as

the price list is visible to him. Also, users can check the history of quotes sent to the customer.

..- Bansal says that the productivity of the field force has increased by ~O percent after implementing

the project. A major benefit of using a mobile CRM is that it allows sales force to access real time

data while meeting customers in the field.

At the same time, in case there is a complaint from the customers regarding a product, field force can

register the problem by taking a photograph and send it to the factory through the application.

Moving forward, Bansal is planning to roll out a business intelligence application on the mobile, so

that the field force can download sales reports on a daily basis.

a. How can the productivity of the salesforce be improved with the help of Sales Force Automation?
7 marks

b. Discuss the challenges faced by Greenply Industries in CRM implementation and how they overcame
these? 7 marks


